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must be kept over them. The silver-plated copper table is preferred in California from the ease with which it is kept clean, but is not used in the Transvaal. It is not considered desirable to put on the plates as much mercury as they will hold, since, if the amalgam is too fluid, losses are sustained by scouring, but, on the other hand, if the amalgam becomes too hard and dry from absorption of gold and silver, further amalgamation is checked and fresh mercury must be added.
The condition of the inside plates is regulated by the amount of mercury supplied to the mortar. In Colorado there is an opening at the front of the battery and above the screen frame, ordinarily covered with canvas, which can be lifted up by the millman, who introduces his arm, and determines by passing his hand over the front plate, whether the right amount of mercury is being added by the feeder. The regulation of the addition of mercury is thus effected without removing the screen frame. Mercury is sometimes added direct to the outside plates, and sometimes their condition is regulated by the additions of mercury in the mortar-box. The amount added varies with the conditions of crushing and the richness of the ore, but in general from 1 to 2 ozs. of mercury are fed in for every ounce of gold contained in the ore. The finer the state of division of the gold and the more sulphides there are contained in the ore, the more mercury is required. It is fed into the battery at stated intervals of from half an hour to an hour. In some mills amalgamation in the battery is not attempted, no inside copper plates being provided, and under these circumstances it is not usual to feed mercury into the battery.
The practice of feeding mercury into the battery, although still frequently pursued, has been more generally discontinued. The objections urged against it are mainly that the mercury so introduced, and the amalgam formed through its agency, tend to become so excessively subdivided that a high percentage is lost through flouring ; moreover the mercury is liable to sicken when the ores contain sulphides. These evils, no doubt, exist, and tend to increase with the percentage of sulphides present, while arsenic and antimony in particular cause heavy losses of both mercury and amalgam if battery amalgamation is attempted, but with ordinary free-milling ores such losses do not appear to be serious. When coarse free gold is present, inside amalgamation is probably advantageous, but otherwise outside amalgamation is now generally preferred.
The amalgamated plates are dressed as frequently as is necessary, the length of time allowed to elapse between two operations depending partly on the richness of the ore. To dress the plates, the battery is stopped by hanging up the stamps and a flow of clear water continued to wash off the loose sand. The " black sand " is swept of! by brushing from the bottom to the top of the plate and kept separately for grinding with mercury. Black
sand consists of so-called "mixed" grains composed of .....x:~^~ ~* ™":IA
adherent to particles of pyrite.   The gold is amalgamate/I plate, which is rendered inoperative for further catchr to the covering of pyrite.1
The plates are then rubbed with a hard brush tribute the amalgam, and fresh mercury is added wl if any.   The amount of mercury put on the plates SL their surfaces in a pasty condition, but not enougl
1 Smart, JRand Metallurf/wal Practice, vol. i.,

